
Latin I
Teacher:  Debra Molin       Grade Level:  High School

Contact: Rmolin@indy.rr.com  or  317-818-1230

Day/Time:  Monday 2:30-3:30      Max. # of Students:  10

Schedule:  34-week semester      WB Cost:  $250

Prerequisites: Students should be able to take notes and organize their materials. 8th grade and 
younger must have finished Latina Christiana .  9th grade and up may take class without prior Latin 
experience.

Required Materials:
(First Form Latin Set [$55] may be purchased at www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/latin/first-form-latin)
First Form Latin Student Text

https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/first-form-latin/first-form-latin-student-text/

First Form Latin Student Workbook

https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/first-form-latin/first-form-latin-student-workbook/

First Form Latin Quizzes and Tests

https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/first-form-latin/first-form-latin-quizzes-and-tests/

First Form Latin Answer Key

https://www.memoriapress.com/curriculum/first-form-latin/first-form-latin-quizzes-and-tests/

Latin requires precision and focus.  It is a wonderful tool to sharpen the mind to think logically and 
with order, tools given to us by God.  The Lord has also gifted us with the ability to communicate 
with language.  It is important to use it correctly and with precision in order to proclaim the gospel 
and communicate His truths clearly.

“Latin is the mother tongue of Western civilization. The original thinkers in the ancient world were the Greeks and 
the Hebrews, but it was the Romans that summarized, synthesized, codified, and handed it down to us—in Latin. It 
could have been Greek or Hebrew, but it wasn’t. In the providence of God, it was Latin. And now Latin has spread 
over the world in all of the sciences, law, five Romance languages and one hybrid: English. Latin is the most 
influential language in human history.” (Cheryl Lowe)
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Course Description:

Students in First Form Latin begin memorizing foundational Latin grammar, covering two 
conjugations in six verb tenses and the five noun declensions.  English grammar is interspersed 
throughout the course teaching the eight parts of speech, verb tenses, sentence complements, and 
some diagramming.  Each week will focus on one lesson from the text with ten vocabulary words 
and their corresponding English derivatives.  Workbook pages will be completed to further the 
understanding of the lesson.  Weekly quizzes will be taken at home and returned to be graded.

Class time will include note taking from the current lesson, oral recitation of previously learned 
material, memorization of new grammar and vocabulary, and completion (partial) of workbook 
pages.

Homework:

Homework includes completing remaining workbook pages, studying vocabulary and grammar, and 
completing the weekly quizzes and/or tests.

Teacher Information: 

My name is Debra Molin. I’m married to my husband, Dick, and we have 2 children.  I have an A.A. 
Degree in Bible from Arizona College of the Bible, a B.A. Degree in English from Arizona State 
University and a Teaching Certificate from there as well. Before staying home to raise and teach my 
children, I taught middle school Language Arts in Arizona. Since having children, however, I have 
taught at various homeschool cooperative groups and Highlands Latin School. My passion is to teach 
children, and I’m thrilled to be teaching at Wisdom Builders.


